Marble, Limestone, & Travertine
COUNTERTOP MAINTENANCE & CARE GUIDE
***Limestone & Travertine are maintained in the same way.

Marble is an igneous stone that occurs naturally through the metamorphosis of limestone.
It contains many different compounds, but consists mainly of calcium carbonate which gives
marble its generally light and creamy hue. Colour variations in white marble are caused by
impurities from other substances. In the stone trade, marble is defined by any crystalline calcitic
rock capable of being used as a building material and taking on a shine.
Today, marble is used primarily in bathroom vanities, fireplace surroundings, hearths, and tile
stone. The trend of using marble for kitchen countertops is slowly increasing. Marble’s elegance
and beauty gives any home an appealing quality. It provides a pure, graceful look.
In terms of the care and maintenance of marble, the conditions that arise in a kitchen will
undoubtedly leave marble stone damaged with stains, spots, etching (eaten/corroded/dull), and
scratches. It will not stay pristine and will take on a natural patina fairly quickly. A honed or
matte finish on marble is more resilient to etching and scratches. Honed marble is somewhat
more user-friendly, and absorbs protective penetrating sealers more effectively with its porous
openings. Polished marble is also slightly more resistant to staining.
Marble must be re-sealed more often than granite. Sealant will prevent most stains, but it won’t
prevent etching. Penetrating sealant ensures that spills remain on the top of the stone, radically
reducing the rate of absorption into the countertop, giving you a small frame of time within which
you can clean the spills without staining. The best warning that the marble must be re-sealed
immediately is when water or other liquid fails to bead up on the surface, or if the stone darkens
when water is splashed on the surface. Acid from substances such as red wine, marinara,
sauces, dressings, vinegar, acidic fruits, and personal care products, can tarnish the look of the
marble if left to sit on the countertop. They will either seep into the pores, or react with the
calcium in the stone. However, if the marble has been properly sealed, it will not stain instantly.
If spills are wiped up as soon as they happen, and rinsed with warm water, most stains can be
avoided.
Please click on the link below for more information on sealing from MIA:
http://www.marbleinstitute.com/designprofessionals/sealing.cfm
Marble countertops require a bit more care and diligence to avoid most of the above issues.
Some things to consider when maintaining your marble:
1. Never allow wet dishes, glasses, or water to stand on a marble countertop for any
length of time.
2. Use coasters with rubber or cork bottoms under all drinks.

3. Use placemats under items that may scratch the marble surface.
4. Use cutting boards for all chopping activities.
5. Clean your spills as soon as they happen, by soaking them up (using a non-abrasive
sponge or a dry towel), and make sure you do not rub or smear it on the countertop.
The sooner you clean your spills, the lesser the damage. Acidic / Alkaline substances
causes etch marks, as time goes by they will get worse and more difficult to fix. A good
penetrating sealer will help prevent further damage.
6. Be sure to use neutral cleaners that says “MARBLE CLEANER” on the label
(for your daily cleaning), since they are suitable for every natural stone countertops.
Common household cleaners can have harsh acidic or alkalinic components that could
etch or dull your marble countertops. NEVER use vinegar to clean natural stone
countertops.
Marble has been used for countertops, floors, and many other surfaces in Europe for hundreds
of years. Many of these installations have a beautiful patina look. Some users prefer the daily
wear and tear to show up on their marble countertops, as the marble grows better with age and
takes on an amazing quality when it is worn out by time and use. Some argue that the patina
look is worth it in the end.
Marble is softer than granite, and while marble stains more easily than granite, it is a pristine
working surface. It requires more vigilance than granite, but when properly cared for, marble will
last a lifetime. If you are willing to spend a little more time caring for the surface of this stone, it
can bring to your home a glint of the elegance and splendor that was once reserved only for
nobility in their mansions and palaces.
The good news is that if your marble surface has stains, etching, scratches, or cracks, and
you’re not happy with it, it can be fixed and brought back to the original pristine finish it had
when it was first installed. At AB Granito Restorations Ltd., we have the workmanship,
techniques, and tools needed to restore your marble surfaces to their original graceful look.
Simply call us for a re-seal service and maintenance program, and we’ll repair any damages
and help you prevent further damages.

